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Details of Visit:

Author: Trawler
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 22/2/03 13.00
Duration of Visit: 60 mins
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Pearl
Phone: 01483455853

The Premises:

Very nice clean appartment in the Guildford suburbs with free parking right outside. Felt safe and
discreet. Very nice location

The Lady:

Tall slim lady around 5'10", with long dark hair with lovely long legs, nice natural boobs, unshaven
down below. Very nice personality, good looking, intelligent and in excellent physical shape for her
age. Very pleasant, elegant and sweet smelling. Early 40s I think, but clearly looks after herself very
well. She only sees guys over 40 (sorry to all you milf-hunters) and only 2 or 3 clients a day.

The Story:

I arrived and was buzzed into the entrance hall of the Appartmnet block. Her place is on the top
floor.
My first impression was that I made a very good choice and that proved to be correct. Pearl was
wearing high heels, a bright red wrap-around dress, which was low cut and showed enough
cleaavage to get my blood pumping. Pearl made me a nce cup of coffee and we then chatted for a
few minutes during which time she put me fully at ease. When then moved through to the bedroom.

Once there we got the money transaction taken care of. Pearl undressed, revealing matching black
bra, panties and suspenders. The bra came off, displaying a very nice pair of firm natural boobs
with pert nipples. The panties went next and I got the first look at her lovely unshaven pussy.Wow! I
asked her how she managed to keep in such good physical shape and she laughed, putting it down
to all the exercise she gets in her job!
In the meantime I had undressed and was invited to lie down on my front on the bed. Pearl
proceeded to give me a firm back massage with plenty of attention being given to my arse and
balls, just as I like it. After a few minutes of this delightful treatment she flipped me over, fitted me
up with a condom and gave me some very pleasurable oral. At the same time I gave some
treatment to her pussy and bum. Pearl then suggested some reverse cowgirl activity to which I
readily agreed and I enjoyed the sight on my cock sliding in an out of her as she bounced up and
down on top of me. We then moved on to doggy for a few minutes and after that normal cowgirl,
while I sucked her very delectable nipples. Pearl is quite vociferous with a lot of dirty talk, urging me
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to even greater feats of sexual endurance. She seemed to enjoy the sex as much as I did and
afterwards told me that she had cum. (but maybe she was just being polite because she didn't
scream or anything!).We finished off the session with some more oral, while she played with my
arse, followed by the old missionary position to completion. Awesome!
I then had a nice hot shower to freshen up and went back to work with a smile on my face.
This was one of the most enjoyable hours sex I have had in a long time with a very pleasant lady.
Definitely more of a GFE than a full on pornstar type, although she does offer some domme
services to those who like that scene, under her "Mistress Pearl" alias.
As her name suggests she is a "Pearl" and gave me a fantastic time. Remember that you have to
try as lot of duff oysters before you find a Pearl, so look after her very well.
I'll be back!
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